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Abstract: Power delivery infrastructures are overstrained and suffer from overaged conditions, not
only in the developed, but also in the more industrialized countries. The aim of the smart grid is to provide a more reliable and efficient electric power grid. Condition assessment is an essential and effective part of the reliability for electric grid components; also, it reflects the physical state of the electricity
asset in a generation, transmission, distribution, and consumers sides. In this paper, condition assessment of electric grid assets will be discussed and illustrated within the context of smart grid principle. In addition, the proposed condition assessment architecture and the objective of condition assessment for smart grid equipment will be explored and analyzed. Moreover, the potential benefits of
such smart system as compared to the traditional power system will be presented. This paper aims to
add significant contribution to a smart grid theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Traditional grids are one‐way electricity flow while smart grid (SG) is a two‐way
flow of electricity and digital information in order to efficiently and reliably control
various appliances at consumers side [1]. There are many major differences between
smart grids and conventional power grids [2]–[5]. Traditional grid is based on a oneway blind network. The smart grid principle is rather based on a hierarchical structure
and on the acceptability of intermittent resources such as renewable energies. SG acceptability of the choppy different renewable energy sources and its power outage
self-healing capability are the major advantages over traditional power grid. Electric
power grid includes three main generation systems with similar assets; systems that
are responsible for the production of electricity from fossil fuel, renewable energy
sources such as solar and wind, and nuclear power through centralized power plants
that may include generators, diesel engines, gas turbines, step-up power transformers,
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motors, compressors, pumps, switchgear equipment, etc. Smart grid enhancements
include various technologies used to improve the stability and reliability of the generation in addition to intelligent controls and generation mix consisting of various
renewable energy resources.
Transmission system is responsible for transmitting generated electrical energy
from generation sources to the distribution system, which may include overhead lines
and underground cables. Intelligent transmission systems include a smart and intelligent network, self-monitoring and self-healing capability, and the adaptability and
predictability of generation and demand that is robust enough to handle congestion,
instability, and reliability issues.
Distribution system transmits electricity from the transmission side to different
end-use sectors (e.g., residential, commercial, industrial, etc.). This system may include smart meters, switchgears, cables, switches, fuses, isolators, circuit breakers,
relays, control panels in addition to energy storage technologies. Energy storage systems may include pumped hydro, advance batteries, flow batteries, compressed air,
super-conducting magnetic energy storage, super-capacitors, and flywheels.
In spite of the fact that these grid networks may be running for decades without significant changes on its infrastructure, there are different components that degrade with
time and operating stress. Such grid experiences an inability when the demand for power
delivery and consumption boosts, which happens frequently in recent years. The main
reason that acts on the decrease of efficiency in traditional power grid is the lack of information exchange [6]. Most power devices still operate in an isolated manner while
their operation principle is based on electrical properties rather than on information exchange, which makes traditional power grid fragile. Much of this progressive deterioration can be specified by condition assessment system to enable life-extending intervention, increase electrical power maneuvering capability, increase power grid reliability,
and reduce electrical equipment outages and unscheduled downtime.
Reliability is a measure of the system ability to provide a regular and continuous
service for particular time [7]. The need for increased reliability and optimum economic performance of smart grid has become of greater importance in recent years.
A major factor in achieving these objectives is a provision of efficient condition assessment of the wide range of equipment. Unfortunately, condition assessment of all
electrical equipment in grid network has received relatively little attention in the research community.
Some authors attempted to monitor changes in many components and rate the deterioration stage of electrical grid equipment [8]–[26]. Several of these assessment condition techniques are focused on insulation materials of: different electric grid components
[8]–[10], generators [11]–[13], power transformers [14]–[16], underground power
cables [17], [18], circuit breaker [19], [20], switchgear [21], relays [22], and motors
[23]–[25]. These studies show one fact: when any equipment of traditional power grid
infrastructure is degraded beyond the point of economical repair or replacement, the grid
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economic life ends. Although there exist a monitor and a control for the network which
is built above the traditional power grid, most power devices still operate in an isolated
manner and their operation is based on electrical properties rather than on information
exchange. For example, a relay makes the decision to open a circuit breaker only when
the detected current on a feeder exceeds the threshold. It neither tells other relays its own
status nor takes information from other relays to help itself make a decision. Therefore, it
is too late in many situations to take action when there is a noticeable physical change.
The smart grid has an ability to improve safety and efficiency by making better use of
existing assets; it enhances reliability and power quality, reduces dependence on imported energy, and minimizes environmental impacts. Condition assessment in smart
grid could be the first step in a more formal asset management system, which allows
utilities to reflect the physical state of different electric grid equipment, estimates remaining useful time of the electrical equipment for a more reliable smart grid, and identifies future maintenance requirements. It also provides an analysis of functional and
physical deficiencies of electrical equipment for equipment replacement program and for
making timely decisions about electrical equipment rehabilitation.

Fig. 1. General Electricity Delivery System; generation, transmission and distribution

All the aforementioned benefits show that condition assessment is a crucial step to
improve smart grid elements reliability and stability across various sectors.
The main contribution of this paper is presentation of the benefits of implementing
condition assessment system as a crucial step to improve smart grid reliability and
stability across the three key area of the electrical grid (generation, transmission, distribution) as depicted in Fig .1.
2. CONDITION ASSESSMENT CONCEPT
Condition assessment reflects the physical state of the electric grid equipment,
which may significantly affect its performance. The performance of the grid equip-
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ment is the ability to provide the required level of service to customers. Generally, this
can be measured by identifying system reliability, availability, capacity, and equipment criticality. Condition assessment provides information about equipment technical
details, collected data analysis, maintenance history, repair, and replacement. All of
this is considered as essential information for extending the remaining useful life of
electrical grid equipment and more importantly for the timely intervention steps to
bring beneficial levels of service. Condition assessment system of smart grid contains
equipment assessment along with their current condition, the useful lifetime of that
equipment, permanent monitoring of the grid component, planning, designing, operation, and maintenance programs. Implementing condition assessment to the smart grid
one achieves several potential benefits, that are driving newfound interest. Condition
assessment results in the following:
 Develop; assist the maintenance, replacement and renewal strategy of the electrical equipment in a smart grid.
 Online monitoring of the physical state of electrical grid equipment.
 Provide an early indication of faults, diagnose problems, failure production.
 Determine whether the grid equipment is in a suitable operation condition.
 Obtain reference results to assist in the diagnostic tests of electrical machines
after failure.
The proposed condition assessment process consists of five major stages as shown
in Fig. 2. Each stage is described briefly in this section.

Fig. 2. The power grid condition assessment stages
2.1. IDENTIFYING SMART GRID EQUIPMENT

It is important to identify equipment technical details, i.e., rated power, age, material, installation, operating modes, protection, maintenance history, i.e., routine re-
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pairs, overhauls, lubrication, downtimes, equipment failures; environmental details,
i.e., indoor, outdoor, contamination rates, high humidity, aggressive chemicals, and
ambient stress; critical equipment as well as the critical failure modes. Critical equipment is defined as that having high consequence of failure such as:
 Structural: where the physical condition of the equipment is the measure of deterioration.
 Capacity/utilization: where it is necessary to understand the level of under or
overcapacity against the required level of service to establish remaining life or
timing for renewal.
 Level of service failures: e.g., reliability and image, where performance targets
are not achieved
 Obsolescence: technological change or lack of replacement parts can render assets uneconomical to operate or maintain.
Understanding the above points about the grid equipment will help to plan for the
probabilities and impacts of an event.
2.2. MEASUREMENT AND SAMPLING

Condition assessment and performance monitoring involve inspection of equipment, either fully or by way of appropriate sampling. Accuracy in measurement and
sampling in data is the opportunity for ongoing improvement on condition assessment
program toward a smart grid solution. The idea behind the “smart grid” is that the grid
will respond to real-time demand; in order to do this, it will require sensors to provide
this “real-time” information. During the last few decades, a wide variety of sensors
and measurement appliances have been developed for measurement and monitoring of
power grid, including electrical (e.g., partial discharge), mechanical (e.g., vibration),
thermal (e.g., temperature), and chemical (e.g., acidity in oil). Sensors are input devices that convert physical stimulus into an electrical signal. Smart grid sensors are
used to monitor and control different assets in smart grid. Sensor types of smart grid
are: light, temperature, current, voltage, heat, speed, strain, image, motion, magnetism,
pressure, position, and airflow, as shown in Fig. 3. The data acquisition process is
typically designed to integrate data collected from analysers, smart meter, smart appliances, renewable energy resources, and energy efficiency resources. Smart grid to
reach its potential, needs to respond to real-time demand. Sensors will be a key enabler for the smart grid to reach such potential. The recorded measurements can be
stored as reference information (fingerprints) for later comparison with repeated
measurements. The aging process and identification of new damage can thus be assessed and recorded. Smart grid sensors are generating a huge volume of different
variety of data sets, so called big data. Data from sensors could alert substation operators to abnormal conditions that might point to problems in the power grid, help
improving the reliability and resiliency of electric grid, and optimize the asset man-
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agement and operating costs. Big data can be divided into three main areas. Visualization which represents accurate distribution grid connectivity information, accurate
meters data, energy storage information, and cyber security data. Visualization helps
condition assessment program perform analyses and make decisions much faster and
better. Situational awareness represents demand response and distributed generation
contributions, grid management reliability, and system resiliency. Predictive forecasting represents wide area of situational awareness, system protection and restoration, and grid security information.

Fig. 3. Sensor types in smart grid

Processing and analyzing these big data reveals deeper insights that can help to
improve the operation of power grid, achieve better performance, improve decision
making, integrate legacy systems for improved data flow. The challenges are present
in increasing volumes of data and accessing the level of details needed; all at high
speed. Moreover, it takes a lot of understanding efforts to get the data in the right
shape so that one can use visualisation as part of data analysis. Even if data is analyzed quickly and put in the proper context, the value of data for decision-making and
assessment purposes will be useless if the data is not accurate or complete.
2.3. TESTING AND MONITORING

Condition assessment performance is precursors to determining the optimal level
of maintenance that should be carried out to ensure equipment delivery of standard
of service required. A major challenge for the technique is striking the right balance
of planned maintenance (inspections, scheduled maintenance, etc.) and unplanned
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maintenance (arising from unexpected failures). Implementation of these strategies
will require an inspection for the cause of previous failures and their impacts. Furthermore, the probability of failure and its criticality, and lifetime calculation in
addition to the accelerate age test and monitoring will be needed. The testing and
monitoring methods are divided into two types: offline-monitoring, which requires
disconnecting the equipment from service for testing and an online monitoring,
which can be implemented for operating equipment. Both methods are intrusive or
non-intrusive to the equipment operation. Offline testing is commonly more direct
and more accurate, but requires higher costs. Online testing techniques include: (i)
frequency domain measurements of: dissipation factor, complex capacitance, and
permittivity of the equipment insulation, and (ii) time domain measurement techniques such as return voltage measurement (RVM), the polarization and depolarization current (PDC) measurements. The online methods can provide not exact, but
sufficient, relevant information about the physical state of the equipment with lower
cost.
2.4. ANALYSIS AND DIAGNOSTIC

When a large quantity of data is collected from monitoring, the useful information
about defects and their severity may be hard to find. It is important to analyze and
diagnose the data intelligently. Different types of diagnostic techniques may be employed; online diagnosis is used to provide a quick diagnose in case of material degradation and off-line diagnosis is used periodically to determine the exact cause and
location using trend analysis, phase comparison, digital signal processing, and artifi-

Fig. 4. Attributes of diagnostic system
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cial intelligence techniques [26], [27]. Failure investigations should be carried out
using a structured and systematic approach. Honest and objective appraisal is necessary. An in-depth examination may help to determine whether a failure is an isolated
case or is due to a type of fault that may affect other equipment [28], [29]. The objective of the analysis and diagnostic testing is to identify defects that result in equipment
degradation and predict the time required for overcoming these defects. The analysis
and diagnostic stage has significant attributes, such as early detection and diagnosis,
isolability, fault identifiability, robustness, novelty identifiability, explanation facility,
and adaptability, as shown in Fig. 4 [30].
Adaptability is the ability of the system to adapt any environmental changes and
disturbances due to operating conditions. Novelty identifiability is the ability of the
system to detect novel faults (relatively easy to achieve) and to identify and isolate
faults (extremely difficult to accomplish). Explanation facility refers to diagnostic
system that has to explain and diagnose the place of fault and how it can be propagated. Robustness is essentially the measure of disturbance and modeling uncertainty
in practical implementation. Fault identifiability is the ability of the system to identify the type or the nature of the fault; fault identification in accurate way is very difficult to achieve due to system disturbance and measurement noise. Isolability refers to
the capability of a diagnostic system in distinguishing the points of the fault or determine the faulty components. Isolation capability depends on the way the fault affects
a system. It is a serious challenge to achieve high degree of isolability. Early detection and diagnosis is the ability of a diagnostic system to detect and isolate the incipient faults.
2.5. RESULTS

Condition monitoring provides information that is essential to enable network operation to identify imminent failures and assess real time condition. With the communication of the data acquisition and processing system, the measurable data can be
processed automatically while any failure can be diagnosed intelligently. Figure 5
shows the proposed condition assessment framework in detail beginning from collecting all physical parameters information. A series of sensors provide the monitoring
unit with information on key parameters necessary to process all the available information and make a report to help in diagnosing and classifying the failures. The collected data is processed using real-time signal processing for having data update in the
main control center and providing update maintenance patch notes.
In the future, smart grid equipment will be able to form electrical cooperative
communities. Such communities will be able to take the role of electric power manoeuvring with another grid equipment for continuous electricity supply. It is expected
that SGs can also form a network to maximize the utilization of renewable energy
resources.
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Fig. 5. Proposed condition assessment framework

3. SMART GRID CONDITION ASSESSMENT ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of a condition assessment specifies the arrangement of the smart
grid components and analyzes the performance of each part. The proposed condition
assessment architecture is composed of two modules. The first module gathers maintenance strategies of the grid components. The second one is a detection and diagnosis
module, which aims to detect the occurrence of drifts from the known and unknown
failure modes for determining the current state of the process. In this case, it will be
necessary to update the database of the system, and to give information to the
supervisor of the process in order to reactualize the dysfunctional analysis. This
analysis is realized according to expert knowledge on the process and other information about the process. Figure 6 shows that condition assessment is conducted
based on the equipment monitoring, e.g., physical state, inspection, downtime preEquipment Details

Failure History

Environmental Details

Condition
Assessment

Remaining useful time of
the equipment

Current Equipment
Condition (%)

Fig. 6. Condition assessment architecture
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vention, maintenance planning, failure production, performance monitoring, and equipment calibration. All this information is used to perform the detection and diagnosis
functions and ﬁnally to detail the general scheme of the condition monitoring.
4. CONDITION ASSESSMENT MODEL
Smart grid allows for greater possibility of energy delivery and power flows. It enables two-way flow of electricity and digital information between utilities and customers. Such grid is supported by smart meters, sensors, detectors, measurement units,
etc. Those elements may provide a continuous stream of data to support awareness of
smart grid performance characteristics and physical state. Today, there is still no reliable and convenient methodology for online condition and aging assessment of electric equipment in smart grid [31]. The most significant challenge to smart grid condition assessment is the quantification of information on the physical layer of different
electric grid equipment through the development of technologies toward objective and
accurate condition assessment for reliable evaluation. In addition, a number of problems still do exist in terms of practical application.
The smart grid includes many electric equipment on generation, transmission, distribution, and consumers sides. Transformer is an essential equipment in all electrical
grids. It is the heart of electric utility and smart grid system. In this work, a case study
is discussed on a large power transformer condition assessment for the smart grid.
Several condition assessments of electric grid machine are based on current signature
analysis [32], vibration analysis [33], dissolved gas analysis [34], furan analysis [35],
degree of polymerization [36], temperature analysis, and field analysis [37]. Recently,
new techniques based on artificial intelligence (AI) approaches have been introduced
using concepts such as fuzzy logic [38] and neural network [39], [40]. The condition
assessment model focuses on the fundamental frequency component to evaluate the
condition of electric machine online [41]–[43]. The core vibration amplitude is proportional to the squared value of terminal voltage and the square value of current,
respectively [44].

 core  U 2 ,
F (t )  I 2 ,

 winding  I 2 .

(1)
(2)

The winding vibration variation could be given by

w   12   22  21 2 cos 

(3)

where 1, 2 are the total vibrations Magnitudes under different loads and  is the
phase angle between the total vibrations. As the core vibration is extremely small,
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short time interval between two samples of the total vibration changes is little, and
consequently the angle  is small. The winding vibration variation may be written as

w |  2  1 | ,

(4)

the winding vibration variations are calculated for each sensor. ij is the result of
the j-th sensor obtained from the i-th and the (i + 1)-th core vibration samples of
power transformer in the grid. The winding vibration variations from all sensors are
proportional to the current squared variation
ij  ( I i21  I i2 ) .

(5)

The selection of the feature extraction method that permits an effective characterization of the sensors plays a crucial role for condition assessment in terms of reliability
and accuracy. In [40], principal component analysis (PCA) is used to analyze the vibration variations from different sensors in the core of the transformer to build the
matrix and determine sampling rates of the sensors
 w11

W  
 w
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w1m 

 .
wnm 

....

....

(6)

The first step of condition assessment model is to obtain the covariance matrix.
The normalized vibration variation matrix X in the PCA model could be given by

 x1T 
 
X      R n m ,
 xnT 
 

 xi1 
xi     ,
 xim 

(7)

the covariance matrix is decomposed as
C xx 

1
X T X  U U T
m 1

(8)

where the columns of U are the eigenvectors, and they are also known as PCs.
  diag{12 ....m } contains eigenvalues in descending order of magnitude
1  2  ....  m .
Only one main principal component exists after PCA transformation. Main principal contribution (MPC) is used as parameter and given by

MPC  1

m



i

i 1

.

(9)
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The degree of the winding vibration variation from different sensors provides the
monitoring unit with the deviation level. The MPC value moves closer to 0, which
means that the condition of the transformer had been affected. If it is close to 1,
it means that the winding vibrations from different sensors follow the same rule.
According to this, the available information is beneficial to make a report to help in
diagnosing, classifying and assessment of the transformer performance characteristics
and physical state. The steps are normally linked together in order to collect the data
and process it using real-time signal processing for having real data update in the main
control center and for providing updated maintenance patch notes.
A CASE STUDY OF ONLINE CONDITION ASSESSMENT
OF ELECTRICAL MOTOR FOR INCIPIENT FAULTS DETECTION
There are many types of techniques that can be used for condition assessment of
electrical machine as mentioned previously. Another case study is discussed in this
section to demonstrate the online condition assessment for incipient faults detection in
smart grid. In this study, the condition assessment model focuses on the fundamental
frequency component to online evaluate the condition of electric motor as given in
[42], [43]. Hence, to achieve long life of motor, it is necessary to monitor the condition of insulation frequently. Condition assessment increases the motor reliability and
lifetime by making proactive decisions in case of incipient fault. It also reduces the
maintenance cost of the system. Incipient stator winding fault has been considered the
most challenging fault type. In this investigation, it is found that the magnitude of the
stator current harmonics changes after the occurrence of stator turn fault. Characteristics analysis of stator line currents with stator turn faults, using the developed simulation model in [42], reveals that winding inter turn fault causes a significant increase in
the fundamental component and odd harmonic values of stator line currents compared
to healthy situation, as shown in Fig. 7. The ratio of third harmonic to fundamental
FFT magnitude components versus different percentages of stator turn faults at different load conditions is approximately linear with the fault severity and inversely proportional with loading condition. This ratio could be used as a reliable indicator for
assessment of machine stator winding which may help in preventing unexpected shutdowns of machine in smart grid. Simulation investigation has been carried out using
MATLAB/SIMULINK® to verify the performance of the proposed technique. In order to validate the simulation results, a series of experiments were conducted for the
assessment of motor stator windings. The machine used in the test is three-phase,
50 Hz, 2-pole, 2.2 kW, squirrel cage induction motor with several taps on each phase.
The taps are provided approximately a 1, 2 or 3% of the stator turns that can be
shorted to create the fault at any phase. The stator current and voltage signals are provided to the Data Acquisition Card (DAQ) which acquires the data for processing at
a sampling rate of 12 kHz.
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Experimental Result

Fig. 7. Simulation and experimental results – ratio of third harmonic to fundamental FFT magnitude
components versus different percentages of a fault for: (a) phase (A); (b) phase (B); (c) phase (C)

Once the three-phase stator currents acquisition is completed, the program is used
to process and analyse the obtained data. The results of experimental investigations
are compared with the simulation ones as shown in Figs. 7a,b,c. The simulation results
match with the experimental. The scheme is capable to assess motor winding and
identify the severity level of the incipient fault. The correctness of the condition assessment scheme is achieved, which proves the validity of the proposed approach.
5. EXPECTED POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF CONDITION ASSESSMENT
FOR SMART GRID
Reliability of the whole grid can be highly improved by the implementation of
adequate condition assessment system in smart grid. The benefits obtained from con-
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dition assessment of electric power networks are divided into two types, direct benefits and indirect benefits. The direct benefits are the following:
 Improve different electricity systems reliability, higher asset utilization.
 Increase equipment efficiency.
 Improve maintenance procedures and extending service life.
 Provide an opportunity for a planned shutdown for correction of the problem
before failure.
 Condition status and availability of facility records.
 Reduce the overall operating cost, while boosting the productivity of the plant.
 Reduce outage duration.
 Avoidance of premature asset fault.
The indirect benefits of the condition assessment include: reduction of overall expenses, decreasing the risk of premature failure, increasing the reliability of electric
grid components, and providing an excellent opportunity for improving both energy
efficiency and reducing production cost. The benefits also include an improved approach to enhance power grid maintenance strategy. This helps to increase the availability of electric grid components, and to minimize the possibility of catastrophic
events occurring.
Cost-benefit analysis of condition assessment of electric equipment in smart grid
directly compares benefits and costs. Calculation of the cost of electric equipment in
smart grid includes operations, installation, maintenance and repair costs. The condition assessment benefits of electric equipment are made based on the following definitions [45]:
Risk = Probability of occurrence of an event X Consequently of this event
Benefit = Risk with out assessment – Risk with assessment
The costs of condition assessment system often appear to be high because equipment is massive, not accessible, and difficult to examine. But, the most recognized
benefit of condition assessment is the major savings that can be achieved on repair
costs and on increasing electrical power maneuvering capability. In addition, the cost
benefits of condition assessment are high compared with the expenses that could result
in sudden equipment failure or in unscheduled outages.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, there was presented possible future direction in electrical smart grid.
A smart grid condition assessment system was introduced through three main areas of
electrical grid; generation, transmission and distribution. The presented system is essential for a robust and reliable smart grid. The presented idea is crucial for more reli-
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able smart grid. It increases the reliability, safety, and lifetime of the grid equipment
and components. It presents a timely and effective maintenance that is based on
accurate inspection and good knowledge of equipment condition. The proposed
solution can reflect the physical state of the electric grid equipment, which positively affects its performance, function monitoring, and the health of grid devices.
The solution provides outage detection and power quality disturbance identification.
This system does not require any change in the smart grid infrastructure. Smart grid
condition assessment vision is expected to be a critical part of the future smart grid
management systems.
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